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Under the sea

Search begins for
BGto
University president recycle
Committee places
walnut
ad in publication
for higher education
seeds
professionals
by Lawrence Hannan
The BC News

The long, complex search for a
new University president has
begun - not with a bang, but with
an advertisement.
Ellen Connally, chairwoman of
the Presidential Search Committee, said the
search had begun with an advertisement in
the Chronicle of
Higher Education asking
those interested in the job
to apply.
"It was basiConnally
cally just a
general advertisement letting
everyone know the position [of
president] would soon be open,"
Connally said.
Connally said one of the main
things the committee would be
looking for in the potential candidates is long-range vision.
"We're looking for someone
who can guide this University
into the next century and
beyond," Connally said. "With
the changes going on in higher
education, we'll need someone

BS

with strong leadership and a solid sense of direction to lead us
into the next century."
Connally declined to get more
specific about what the committee would be looking for in its
applicants.
"As of right now, we have no
candidates," Connally said. "We
don't want to set prerequisites
for the job before we have anybody. Right now our policy is that
we'll accept applications from
anyone."
Recent policy at colleges as
large as Bowling Green has been
to hire people who have previous
experience as a university president. Connally acknowledges
that previous presidential experience is a plus, but said that it is
not guaranteed that their choice
would be a current or past president of another university.
When candidates begin to appear, the University's policy will
be to keep the names confidential
during the early steps of the process. Search Committee member
Marshall Rose said that is so they
can attract the best possible candidates.
"At the beginning of the process things will be kept confidential," Rose said. "None of the
committee members will be
speaking publicly about the process except Judge Connally."
In an open letter to the University, Connally pledged that the
interviews of the Board of
Trustee's finalists in the spring
will be open and public.

by Cynthia Kent
The BC News

Ohio is in need of walnut
seed!
The Division of Forestry
has asked several communities around the state, including Bowling Green, to
participate in a
recycling
of walnut
seeds for
eventual
reforestation of
Ohio's
forests,
Bowling
Green
Municipal Administrator
Colleen Smith said.
"This is the second year
Bowling Green has participated in the program,"
Smith said. "[The community) is encouraging citizens that have walnut trees
to gather seeds and to drop
[the seeds] off in an area
that is clearly marked."
Students can get involved
in the collection of the nut,
said Suzanne Gervey,
See Walnut, page four.

AIDS, HIV spread can be
slowed with contraceptives
by Melissa Llpowskl
The BG News

ashamed to ask questions, said transmission," Navin said.
Joanne Navin, nurse clinician
These barrier methods are
Sophomore psychology major Cheri Snydcr draws an aquatic landscape on the office window of Ofand clinic coordinator at the Stu- more effective because they
tennauer Hall East Tor the Homecoming window drawing competition. "I'm doing this so we can win
Editor's note: This is part three dent Health Services.
cover more of the areas vital in
our spirit award," Snyder said.
in a continuing series on HIV and
"It is so important that stu- the transmission of disease, she
AIDS.
dents limit their partners and said.
It's late Friday night in a really get to know who they are
Condoms can be one of the
candlelit studio apartment. Soft sleeping with," Navin said.
most effective forms of preventmusic permeates the room as two
ing unintended pregnancy and
new-found lovers lie passionately
the spread of disease when used
locked in each others arms on the
consistently and correctly,
sofa.
Shambaugh said.
As the moment grows more in"When condoms are used cortense,
both
people
realize
the
sitrectly, they can act as a mechanby Thomas Ginsberg
IWV-.Tv-.T"-—n uation is about to turn into someical barrier preventing direct
The Associated Press
thing more than they had
contact with semen, genital leplanned.
sions and discharges or infecTURKU, Finland - Frigid
While both are willing to have
tious secretions," Shambaugh
waters and raging winds turned
sexual intercourse and are consaid.
III \
I
the Baltic into a sea of death for
cerned about the consequences,
Once students determine they
Although the condom is 99 permore than 800 people when a
neither feels comfortable enough are going to participate in sexual cent effective, there can always
ferry suddenly listed and sank in
to
ask
the
other
to
use
protection.
ucatai
I"
"■■
intercourse,
it
is
also
important
be flaws, Navin said.
a storm early Wednesday. AuIn the heat of the moment, the to discuss the forms of protection
"So many people seem to think
thorities said 141 others sursubject
is
avoided.
that are going to be used, Navin the condom is a magic shield,"
vived.
This scenario, as uncomfortabe said.
N'avin said. "They think that if
Helicopters and ships searched
as it may be, is a familiar reality
When looking at different they use one then there is absofor survivors and bodies orf Finfor many University students - forms of protection, it is impor- lutely no chance they can have a
land's southwestern coast.
c one that can become fatal if the tant to remember that only one disease, but they have to keep in
Officials said it was too early to
proper measures are not taken.
method is effective in preventing mind that the only form of
say what caused the ferry to sink
According to a recent poll in the spread of disease, Navin said. protection that Is 100 percent efshortly after midnight about 25
Contraceptive Technology UpThe first is a hormonal form, fective is abstinence."
The Swedish ferry, Estonia.
miles from Uto island.
dateoi 3,321 men aged 20 to 39, which includes oral contracepIf a condom is not put on soon
A surviving crew member said APPholo
Authorities report 800
one-third said proposing to use tives such as the pill and injec- enough or if it rips or comes off
water started pouring through
Raimo Tiilikainen, the Finnish
people dead and 141
condoms sends unwanted mes- tions including DeproProvera, during intercourse, it is still posthe Estonia's front cargo door coast guard commodore coorsurvivors after the ferry
sages about disease status.
she said.
sible to acquire a disease, she
and the ship rolled over and sank dinating the search, said four
Estonia suddenly listed
While hormonal forms may be said.
Although many of the men inquickly.
ships would remain in the area
and sank Wednesday.
volved in the survey agreed that effective in preventing pregSwedish safety inspectors had throughout Wednesday night but
using a condom shows the person nancy, they do not prevent the
Swedish safety inspec"Even if you are wearing a
criticized the seals on the door he held out no hope more surviis concerned and caring, many transmission of STD's, she said.
condom, if there are any lesions
tors had criticized the
before the ferry left Tallinn, Es- vors would be found.
also believe that using a condom
Barrier contraceptives, or open sores, it is still possible
seals on the door before
tonia, Tuesday evening on its
Finnish police counted 141
sends a statement they do not however, such as the condom, the to transmit the disease," Navin
the ferry left Tallinn,
survivors of the 964 people
way to Stockholm, Sweden.
want to make, said Jane Sham- diaphragm and sponge are effec- said.
Estonia, Tuesday.
"We saw nothing that gave us a aboard.
baugh, director of education and tive.
hint that something would go
It was not immediately known
Survivors described
communication at Planned Par"In order to prevent the spread
When students engage in sexwrong," one of the inspectors, whether the ferry's captain or
scenes of panic as the
enthood in Toledo.
of disease, individuals must ual behavior, they should use two
Alee Sjoblom, told Swedish tele- other crew members survived.
ferry sank amid 35-foot
No matter what the statement protect themselves from mucous methods of contraception, she
vision. "If we had, we would have
waves.
may be, students should not be membrane to mucous membrane said.
See Ferry, page four.
sounded the alarm immediately.'
The H(.
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More than 800 die in wreck

Estonian passenger ferry capsizes near Finland

Ferry Boat
Accident

4
4

INSIDE

CAMPUS
The University's General
Education Committee has
discussed and produced an
ongoing study to review the
efficiency of the general
education program.
■r Page 4.

CITY

SPORTS

Jason Wolfe lays out a
plan on how the world can
achieve piece. World domination should start with
chocolate.

The Bowling Green soccer team won its seventh
consecutive game with win
over Western Michigan.
The final score was 4-0.
» Page 5.

••Page 2.
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Inspectors make travel
unsafe for everyone
Is it safe to travel anymore?
After numerous accounts of Amtrak derailments many people have choosen the more expensive option - air travel. But then USAir continually
has problems with its aircraft, giving one of the
safest modes of travel a bad name. And now we see
one of the worst sea disasters in recent history.
The pilots, conductors, and captains are the same,
however, it is the inspectors that have been lackadaisical in their work.
An Estonian ferry carrying anywhere from 867 to
900 passengers capsized off Finland's southwest
coast Tuesday. According to the Swedish News
agency TT, two Swedish inspectors criticized the
vessel's seaworthiness shortly before it set sail.
The inspectors found problems with the seals on
the front-loading doors that are designed to keep
water out during rough seas. That's a serious problem for a cruise ship to have.
The question is why, when it is their job to make
sure the ship meets all safety requirements, did they
let the ship set sail?
Inspecting today's complicated technology is a
tough job. Often times accidents occur because of
incompetence, but in a case like this it's hard to believe that such a tragedy happened since the inspectors saw the problem.
After every such type of crash the media is flooded
with statisics that infer travel is safe. Travel may be
safe, but it would be safer still if those in charge of
our safety stood up for standards.
For those who are deterred from traveling now is
the time to rediscover the surrounding area.
Local color can be more exciting then the steel girders and long lines of contrived fun parks. A wealth
of new sights and opportunities are available for
those who take the time to stop and look around
them.
This is also a good opportunity for families to rediscover themselves. It does not matter how far
away or where the destination is, as long as families
spend time together. Walks in the park may not be
the same as walking on a tropical beach, but it can be
just as satisfying when your with the ones you love.

Conquering world key to peace
World domination definitely has
a negative connotation. I will
have to figure out a new title for
my vision... What?! I haven't told
you about my vision? My plan to
live, eventually, in a unified
world of people, of one voice, one
heart and one mind? Well, allow
me to entertain you with a "radical" concept. For if nothing else,
you might actually find this
amusing.
Before I tell you about this
dream of mine, let's set the current stage. International conflict
Is on the rise. Racism and prejudice seem to go hand in hand in
our daily lives. Pressure among
ethnic, religious and political
groups is constantly building.
It is an understatement to say
the breaking point has just about
been reached. Many people view
all of this as natural, "the way of
the world." I don't. If anything, I
believe that this is one horrible
lie we have all been living, and I
refuse to accept that fighting,
whether it's between two people
or two countries, is natural or
good.
Where is our tolerance of another culture's beliefs? Whatever
happened to patience and understanding toward one's fellow man
(assuming this world ever possessed these divine qualities)? It
seems painfully apparent that
everyone is trying to gain power
and prove his or her superiority.
No one truly listens to what another is saying.

Here is my plan. Instead of
lighting out all of these differences and acting so hostile
toward different cultures, countries and creeds, let's just combine them all. In fact, instead of
merely dabbling in other countries affairs like the U.S. is notorious for, let's just take the countries over (starting with Switzerland; they make the best chocolates). Since we are in Haiti, let's
just take them over, too. Why
don't we just conquer this whole
wide, messed-up planet of ours?!
Just Imagine it! When there is
only one country, who are we going to fight? It will be one nation
of people that spreads across the
entire globe. To hit home, we
would no longer say African
American, German American,
Swedish American or Homo
sapien American. Goodness, we
wouldn't even say American!
What would we say, you might
ask? Why, you would reply what

In doing is putting up walls between people. I bet that If we removed the clouds and took an unbiased look at different religions,
we would actually see that we
have all been saying the same
things.
That may be too radical of a
concept for some people. Sometimes I perceive that notion from
Christians who actually believe
that God is American! Heaven
forbid!
In all of my life, I have never
been satisfied, and I won't be until there is no more hunger or
homelessness or fighting in our
world. When we can finally embrace in love and understanding
for one another, I just might be
satisfied.
Until then, we must all begin to
sacrifice and forgive. Show some
heartfelt compassion toward
other people and let go of our
hateful, scarred pasts. When that
day finally comes, there shall be
a shout of pure joy that the world
has never heard!

This is a dream for me now, but
after all, aren't dreams the
vessels we use to get to out next
As for religion, let's Just elim- destination?
inate that, too. Think about this
first - when has religion ever
truly helped anyone? I would
Jason Wolfe is a guest colcancel established religion In a
heartbeat. All religion succeeds umnist for The News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The BG News Staff
photo editor Ross Weitzner
sports editor Mike Kazimore
assistant sports editor Marty Fuller
graphics editor Jim Mericsko
Weekend Reality editor Andy Dugan
special projects editor Robin Coe
assistant special projects editor Mellisa Lipowski
copy chief Dawn Keller
Assistant copy editor Cindy Williams

Jason

we should have said, "I am from
Earth"from the very beginning.
As for the specific term, such as
Earthling, or Earthlcans, I haven't thought of that one (yet).
Now, I am not saying forget
your heritage (but does heritage
mean that much when It places
walls between people?), and I am
certainly not in favor of allowing
mankind's history to be forgotten. We must start learning from
our mistakes.
However, It is time to forgive
and move on. The time to let ageold rivalries end, feuds for forgotten reasons to die, wounds to
heal - and forgiveness.
When this planet is eventually
united, we can stop blaming
other countries for global problems and finally work together to
solve our worldly dilemmas such
as world hunger, disease and environmental issues. We can solve
these problems if we want. Of
that, I have no doubt. Anything is
possible when we put our hearts
and souls in it.
Since I am dreaming, I might
as well go all the way. Prejudice
and racism could only be found in
history books. Political agendas
have been thrown out the
window.

Anyone can suffer
from a delusion

I am writing In response to Jason Wolfe's "Is Jesus a liar, a
lunatic, or the Lord?" Wolfe
states, without any credit to Josh
McDowell, from whose writings
Wolfe's ideas undoubtedly were
The BG News Editorial Office
borrowed, that Jesus Christ
L could only have been a liar, a
editor 372-2603
lunatic or the son of God. I will
Weekend Reality 372-6967
not argue about who or what
managing editor 372-6966
! Christ was, though I will state
assistant managing editor 372-2952
; now that I believe that God does
not exist. I mean no offense by
news editor 372-2604
that, and I think that only
city editor 372-6968
someone loooking to take offense
sports editor 372-2602
could find any in my simple exeditorial 372-2604
pression of my own belief.
My concern, however, is not
204 West Hall
Christ but the attitude expressed
Bowling Green State University
by both Wolfe and McDowell
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
toward "lunatics." It is an attibgnews@andy.bgsu.edu
tude that unfortunately is shared
and maintained by most of our
society. Wolfe says, as did
Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in this
McDowell, that Christ's "poise
publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly prohibited.
and composure," "profound sayThe BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and is
ings," "instlnctions [which] have
published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the summer.
liberated many individuals" and
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in
the "skill and depth of His teachthe stories or photograph descriptions.
ings" prove that he suffered
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the student body,
from no delusion.
faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns,
Anyone can suffer from a delucartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News. Letters
sion or other mental disorder.
intended for publication must be between 200-300 words long, typed and
One need not be a "lunatic to the
highest degree," "deluded and
include the writer's name, phone number and University affiliation, if any.
self-deceived," "deranged" or
The BG News reserves the right to edit any and all letters.

"mentally disturbed." One could
have a delusion or several delusions, even as serious as believing oneself to be the Lord, and
still be kind, gentle, composed,
deep, profound and loving. A
mental disorder does not automatically cause one to be some
depraved, sterotypical "lunatic."
I can guarantee that from personal experience.
Anyway, I present here no religious debate nor will I engage
In one. I will debate with all my
energy, though, the fact that
someone with a mental disorder
Is still a person, maybe a good
and loving person, and is not that
much different from anyone else.
Lawrence F. Travis IV
Psychology/Sociology

Communication works
causes reflection
Andrea Wood wrote a column
Sept. 21 regarding such people as
Brother Jed and Bible Jim.
From what you wrote for
Wednesday's paper, Andrea, I
take it that you are not a supporter of people like "Bible" Jim
Webber. Relax, neither am I. But
I think that you have the wrong
Idea about them.
You said that you think that
they "fear our knowledge." I
don't agree. I don't think they
care about our knowledge one

way or the other. I think that they
come to stir us up, nothing more.
You say that you "salute" anyone
who questioned "Bible" Jim's intentions.
Well, do you know anyone that
doesnt question them in one way
or another? That's his whole
reason for being here and it
works. Whether or not people
like him, they still talk about him.
The people who start getting into
arguments with him don't seem
to realize that they are playing
right Into his hands.
He doesnt care what we think
Most of the things he says are so
outrageously prejudiced and ridiculous that they are not even
worth arguing with him about.
And yet, every time someone like
him preaches, there are always
students who seem to take It personally and try to win an argument with him. Even worse,
there are people who throw
things at him and dump Pepsi on
him.
Cant those people see that they
are being baited? The second
someone starts yelling at or arguing with the preacher, he or she
is becoming nothing more than a
part of his show. As I said before,
he could care less what we think
as long as he gets us heated up so
we will pertrom for him.
The real way to tell people like
Brother Jed and Bible Jim that
we disagree is to Ignore them.
Show them that we aren't going
to be part of their fiasco any-

more. Why do you think they
keep coming back? Because people keep listening to them. They
have an audience here.
Yelling at them or heckling
them is exactly what they want.
The only really effective way to
argue with them is to deny them
attention.
Scott D. Shriner
Sophomore
Telecommunications

Media distorts
USG's purpose
I'm going to attempt to make
this letter very short and to the
point I want to begin by asking
The News a few questions. What
are you trying to do to the
Mathe/Wllson plat form?
Do you dislike them that much
that you have to constantly write
slanderous articles about them?
In my eyes, and a lot of others
Jennifer Mathe Is doing her best
at a job she is excellent at; speaking, politics and debate.
I also did not appreciate the
angle at which the article was
written about the USG cabinet
members resigning.
Jason Knowles
Junior
Telecommunications

The BG News
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THEY
SAID IT
"There's talk around this town that the
image is reappearing. I went out there
yesterday. Personally, I can't see anything."
4

-Kevin Craig,
WFOB news director about the Fostoria image

One big gator

TV Ratings

ACROSS
THF-; WORLD

Prime-time ratings as
compiled by the A.C.
Nielsen Co. for Sept. 1925. A rating measures
the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV
homes Each ratings
point represents 942,000
households.

■

Change in Haiti

AP I'hM„ I ,,.r> S. Wolfaon
A very large alligator Is hoisted from a flat bed trailer to be
weighed on the scales at Florida Septic in Hawthorne, Fla. Airboat
operator John A. Wells, left, assisted alligator trapper Dennis M.

Gagnon in killing the 13 foot, 480 pound animal. "He wasn't real
happy when we got him,'* Gagnon said.

ACROSS
THE NATION

Polar popularity
ANCHORAGE, Alaska - A
polar bear that chewed on a couple of folks may seem an unlikely
cult hero. But this is Alaska, and,
well, things are different here.
Not that people don't feel sympathy for those nursing their
wounds. It's just that Alaskans
think you get what you deserve
when you act stupid around a
wild animal - even one that lives
in a zoo.
"I feel sorry for the people who
got hurt, but in both cases It was
their own fault," says Sammye
Seawell, director of the Alaska
Zoo in Anchorage, where Binky
the polar bear lives.
The first problem arose in July,
when an Australian tourist paid a
high price for venturing too close
to Binky's cage.
The woman was climbing over
the second of two safety rails to
get a close-up photo when the
850-pound bear stuck his head
through the bars and grabbed her
in his jaws.
She escaped with a broken leg
and bite wounds. Another visitor
caught the scuffle on videotape,
including a shot of Binky pacing
around his pen later with the
woman's red tennis shoe in his
mouth.
That attack spawned a T-shirt
featuring Binky, the tennis shoe
and the words "Send more tourists - this one got away."
Alaska shook its collective
head and chalked the mauling up
to tourist naivete. The woman
later earned a measure of local

respect by admitting she was at
fault and promising not to sue.
Six weeks later, the 20-year-old
bear was back on the front page.
Two Anchorage teen-agers decided - apparently after a long
night of drinking - to take a dip in
the pool Binky shares with his
furry companion, Nuka.
Police say the pair snuck into
the zoo and were stripping down
in front of the cage when Binky
showed up and locked his jaws
onto one of them.
The teen was pulled away by
his friend, but not before Binky
had left him with leg injuries.
Both teens face trespassing and
underage drinking charges.
Since then, it's been takeno-prisoners Binkymania.
There are more hot-selling
T-shirts - "Binky for Governor:
Take a Bite Out of Crime."

Russians to fend off nuclear
smugglers. American investors,
meanwhile, will be getting more
protection of their capital, with
the aim of doubling their stake in
Russia's economy from $1 billion
to $2 billion.

Clinton and Yelstin dine

WASHINGTON - Russian
President Boris Yeltsin kept up
the spirit of good will today, declaring, "We will never fight the
United States," as he and President Clinton mapped ways to
guard Russia's nuclear material
and to pump up the country's
economy.
Several announcements were
due today on improving nuclear
storage facilities and training

EXTRA!
EXTRA!
41 years ago
BEER HONKERS
OF AMERICA
PARTI 'SMART
BO Paularino be.. Suite 190,
Cosia Men, W 92626
MMU-HI-2K7

Russian Foreign Ministry
spokesman Georgy Karasin exulted Tuesday night that Russia
and the United States had completed the transition "from the
t imes of Cold War to real practical partnership."
Before capping the two-day
summit with a joint East Room
news conference, Clinton and
Yeltsin today toured a Library of
Congress exhibit that highlights
the early influence of the Russian
church on Alaska.

ens of small towns nearby, people
collected the hated symbols of
authority.
Where they could, they piled
them at the feet of Marines. In
the countryside they sat at the
roadside, waiting for someone to
collect them.

Doren Auto Center
Domestic and Import
Repair,
740 S. Main

In The News
Five parking lots were made
available to students who had cars on
campus. The largest of these, which
was slill under construction, was ihe
stadium lot. north of Fralernilv Row.

Call Greg 352-5244

Service! is what we sell
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Ready
for the
Weekend??

1. Home Improvement.
ABC, 227, 21.7 million
homes.
2. Seinfeld, NBC, 21.9,
20.9 million homes.
3. Grace Under Fire,
ABC, 21.5, 20.5 million
homes.
4. NFL Monday Night
Football, ABC, 19.6,18.7
million homes.
5. Roscanne, ABC, 19.5,
18.6 million homes.
6. (X) Home
Improvement. ABC,
17.9,17.1 million homes.
7. E.R. NBC Monday
Night Movie, 17.6, 16.8
million homes.
8. 60 Minutes. CBS. 17.5.
16.7 million homes,
9. Ellen, ABC, 17.3, 16.5
million homes.
10. Murder, She Wrote,
CBS, 16.6, 15.8 million
homes.

LE BORGNE, Haiti -- Its hard
to put a label on what happened in
Le Borgne There was bloodshed.
There was also a grudging restraint, and .in unspoken sense of
doing what was necessary, what
was right.
In three momentous days, the
4,000 people of the isolated seaeoast town saw their oppressors
flee. They killed one, then took
another into a casual cuslody.
They regained control.
What happened in Le Borgne is,
at least so far, a hopeful sign for
Haiti, belying fears that the sudden collapse of authority in the
country's northern region could
lead to anarchy.
For Alfonso Bertrand, one of
the townspeople who took charge,
there was no questioning of their
actions. There was little sign of
fear.
"None of the attaches (policebacked civilian strongmen) fight
with us, because he knows any of
us can grab him now," he said.
Le Borgne is an imperfect mirror for the events following Saturday night's firefight in CapHaitien between Marines and
Haitian military police. Ten Haitians were killed in the fight.
Within a day, the power structure in the region was gone.
Police abandoned their posts,
leaving behind weapons and uniforms. In Cap-Haitien, as in doz-
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Group studies core curriculum

ourt

General Education Committee discusses University mandates
by Katie Simmons
The BC News
Students will be able to provide
their input on a proposal made to
change core requirements in the
general education curriculum.
For the past academic year, the
University's General Education
Committee has discussed and
produced an ongoing study to review the issue of the general education program and how efficient it is.
"It is normal to review one's
program and make changes,"
said Beth Casey, coordinator for
General Education and Special
Programs. "It is part of a natural
cycle and times are changing, so
needs change."
The purpose of the committee
is to develop a core curriculum
for students which would allow
them to acquire adequate skills
in various areas, said Robert
Midden, chairman of the committee and professor in the chemistry department.
"The general education
courses can serve a purpose, and
students at this time don't feel
they do," Midden said. "Their

purpose is to teach students how
to function effectively as citizens
and to make wise decisions about
current issues in the topics of
science, politics and any area
where they need to make rational
decisions."
The committee has devised an
adjustable list of skills and abilities that would be addressed in
the curriculum requirements.
Students would be able to choose
from the list in their course catalog to direct them in their area of
interest. Students could also see
how those skills would relate to
their major.
"We conducted a survey devised from UCLA for the faculty,
and found that the vast majority
of the faculty want to make the
student an independent learner
after they graduate, and that is
the basic theme of the committee
- self-reliance," Casey said.
The abilities perceived in the
courses would allow a variety of
approaches for students to communicate with other areas.
"We would like to have the students get a better sequence of
courses by orientating programs
to encourage the connection of

courses," Casey said.
According to the report, the
skills students would attain after
course completion would include
such things as in the area of
communication, reading effectively for the purpose of information gathering and interpretation, listening effectively, computer usage when appropriate,
writing clearly and accurately,
speaking clearly and utilizing
formal strategies to obtain information from resources.
Other areas reported in the
proposal included analytically
identifying problems and asking
critical questions, organizing information and analyzing interpretations.
In the area of synthesis, proposals included having designing
strategies to solving problems,
constructing and presenting an
argument or point of view, participating in learning groups,
considering alternate value
systems and understanding cultural structures.
The committee also proposed
the issues of developing authentic, reliable and accurate means
to assessing the students after
their course completion in order
to determine the effectiveness of
the changes.
A periodic review of the general education courses would
also be appropriate to analyze
and correct changes.
Faculty development courses
would be administered to aid
faculty in developing specified
skills and abilities for the students.
"The only problem there may
be is providing the release time
for the faculty to work on teach-

TreeSource Information
Officer.
"Students who are interested in helping gather

big these skills," Casey said. "We
have a fabulous ability on campus for faculty members to help
other faculty members in some
of these areas and all we really
would have to do is organize it"
The members of the committee
are currently In the experimental
stage and are asking for student
responses to the proposal.
"We want any comments, good
or bad," Midden said. "We would
espedaijy uke the feedback on
the skilU and abilities mentioned,
because that is basically what the
committee has the most control
over This (S for the future of the
students and we want to know
what abilities they think they
might need to get a Job in the future."
The General Education Committee is an advisory committee
and the Undergraduate Council
makes the final decision in this
area
Committee members are assessing the situations needed to
make this change possible and
are aware of the fact that it will
take time before resources will
be available after approval has
been given by administration and
other University committees.
Students interested in commenting on the committee's proposal are asked to contact Robert
Midden by E-mail at Midden@bgnet.bgsu.edu or by campus mail through the chemistry
department.

lotter
The following indictments
were handed down Wednesday.
• Benjamin L. Perkins Jr., 33,
of Detroit, Mich, was Indicted for
one count of receiving stolen
property, a third-degree felony.
Perkins was allegedly in possession of a reportedly-stolen 1994
Lexus ES300. A warrant for his
arrest has been issued.
• Emery W. Waggoner, 20, of
244 ManviUe Ave. was indicted
for aggravated trafficking, a
second-degree felony. Waggoner
was reported to either sell or
offer to sell LSD, or Lysergic
Acid Diethylamide. A warrant
for his arrest has been Issued.
• Scott McGrory, 35, of Toledo
was indicted for one count of
rape, an aggravated first-degree
felony, and sexual battery, a
third-degree felony. McGrory
reportedly engaged in sexual
contact with his 6-year-old
daughter for a one-month period.

FerryContinued from page one.
Tillikainen said the Estonia
carried 776 passengers and 188
crew members. More than half
the passengers came from Sweden.
Crowds of people gathered on
the docks in Tallinn.
"My husband and son were on
their way to Sweden. My son left

chemical that is poisonous
to other plants and could
ruin people's gardens,"
Gervey said.
Walnuts can be brought
to the city Public Works Division starting October 1.

seeds can talk to the foresters in Findlay," Gervey
said. "[The students] can
volunteer to pick up seeds
in neighbors' yards."
"[The seeds] produce a
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He is summoned to appear on
Oct. 11.
• Robert Quigg, 36, of Toledo
was indicted for one count of
rape, an aggravated first-degree
felony, and one count of gross
sexual imposition, a third-degree
felony. Quigg allegedly had sexual contact with a 10-yearold girl
and a 4-year-old girl. He is summoned to appear in court on Oct.
11.
• Carl Quisenberry, of Atlanta,
was indicted for one count of
gross sexual imposition, a thirddegree felony. Quisenberry allegedly had sexual contact with a
12-year-old girl. A warrant for
his arrest has been issued.
• Todd J. Garno, 23, of 1048 N.
Main St. was indicted for assault
with a deadly weapon, a fourthdegree felony. Garno allegedly
attacked a woman with a
20-gauge shotgun.
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his teddy bear behind," one
woman sobbed.
The first word of the ferry's
trouble came shortly after midnight, after it radioed Estonian
authorities: "We are sinking! -n The engines have stopped!"
Survivors described scenes of
panic as the ferry listed and
started sinking in pitch darkness
amid 35-foot waves. The water
was 54 degrees and winds were
blowing around 55 mph.
Some news reports said the
ship went down in five minutes,
while others put the time at
closer to 30 minutes.
Ship's engineer Henrik Slllaste, 24, said that the bow door
was not properly closed and that
water started pouring in.
"There was something wrong,"
he told reporters in Turku. "The
water reached my knees."
The two Swedish inspectors
visited the ship in Tallinn as part
of a visit to Estonia to teach ferry
safety techniques, said Johan
Franson, deputy director of the
Swedish Maritime Authority.
"They formed the opinion that
the Estonia was, on the whole, a
well-kept ship," Franson told AP
Network News. "Some of the deficiencies were noted - One of
the deficiencies was a deficiency
to the seal of the bow door.
"But our judgment is that the
deficiency in the seal could not
cause the ship to capsize and
sink. Something else should have
happened."
The seals are designed to keep
water out during rough seas.
Franson said that even if there
was a leak, there are drains on
the deck to allow witer to run
off.
Many Estonians took the ship
as a holiday on daytrips or weekends to Sweden, but the bad
weather forced an early end to
the evening's partying, survivors
said.
"I was sleeping, and suddenly
everything was falling off the
table," said Margus Kermet, an
Estonian truck driver who was
flown to a Finnish hospital. He
said he rushed from his cabin and
fought through panicky passengers to get to an outside deck.
"We saw about 40 life rafts.
Unfortunately, most of them
were empty," said Swedish hellcopter pilot Stefan Cameras.
Five passenger ferries rushed
to the scene after the Estonia
sent out its distress signal about
12:30 a.m. Wednesday.
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wins 7th
straight
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Traver gets kick out of winning
by John Boyle
The BC News

Two seasons ago, Falcon goalkeeper Dan Traver must have
felt as if he was living in a fantasy world. It was his first season
with Bowling Green. He was a
sophomore transfer from Herkimer Community College in
New York.
The Falcons finished 15-2-1
that season, won the MidAmerica Conference Championship, earned a trip to the NCAA
tournament for only the third
time in school history and were
ranked as high as third in the
national polls.
"When we went to the NCAA
tournament two years ago, it was
probably the greatest soccer experience I've ever had," Traver
said. "It was an amazing time."
Amazing could also describe
Traver's play during that 1992
season. He fashioned a 0.80
goals-against average and played
every minute for the Falcons in

by John Boyle
The BC News

The Bowling Green soccer squad won its seventh
consecutive game and
moved into sole possession
of first place in the MidAmerican Conference race
by virtue of its 4-0 victory
over Western Michigan
Wednesday at Mickey
Cochrane Field.
The Falcons took the lead
just 8:34 into the game on
midfielder Frank Frostino's
fourth goal of the season.
Frostlno, an All-MAC back
selection last season, collected a loose ball in the box
and beat Bronco goaltender
Matt Walters low inside the
far post.
Joe Burch collected the
first of his two goals at the
24:15 mark when he
chipped a pass from Steve
Klein over the outstretched
arms of Walters. Klein and
Brian Glibkowski drew the
assists.
Less than 10 minutes into
the second half the Falcons
stretched their lead to 3-0
after Klein converted on a
penalty kick. BG was awarded the kick after Glibkowski was fouled in the
penalty box. Klein beat
Walters high and just inside
the crossbar near the left
post.
"I always plan on going to
a certain side before I kick
it," Klein said. "But sometimes the goalie moves and
I go to the opposite side."
Burch added his second
goal of the game and teamleading ninth of the season
at the 84.-00 mark. Burch
broke through the Bronco

Bowling Green's
this season.

The BG NIWI/RMI WclUacr
Dan Traver hopes to lead the Falcons to another appearance In the NCAA tournament

Do Your Part...

See SOCCER, page six.
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his rookie season at the Division I
level.
However, his play wasn't that
much of a surprise when you
consider his exploits the year before at Herkimer. Traver was
22-3 with a school record 14 shutouts.
"I went to junior college for a
year - to work academically,"
Traver said. "One of my greatest
goals, though, was to go into a
program I thought would be successful."
That program was BG, thanks
to some coaxing from former
Herkimer product and then Falcon Pepe Aragon.
"Pepe talked to coach Craig
Lindst>• [Herkimer] all the time
and said how great of a team it
was and how close the team was,"
Traver said.
Traver visited BG and realized
he had a great chance of contributing during his first season.
"I knew coming in that there
See TRAVER, page six.

EVERY THURSDAY
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Coach dies week
after heart attack
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio State assistant men's basketball coach Ken
Turner, who had a heart attack while jogging a week ago, died
Wednesday. He was 48.
The Cincinnati native had Joined the staff of head coach Randy
Ayers on June 24 after spending four years as an assistant at Kansas
State.
Turner had been listed in critical condition at Grant Medical
Center since being admitted Sept. 21.
He collapsed while Jogging near his home in suburban Westerville.
A passing motorist stopped and administered cardio-pulmonary resuscitation before calling an ambulance.
"He was an extremely positive person who touched an amazing
number of people in the short time that he was here. He was more
than a coach, he was a friend," Ayers said through OSU Sports Information Director Steve Snapp.
Ohio State Athletics Director Andy Geiger called Turner's death "a
terrible tragedy."
"Ken Joined our staff in June, so I only knew him for a short time,"
Geiger said. "But it was readily apparent to me and everyone else
who came In contact with Ken that he was a person of warmth and
strength who loved his Job and was excited about being a member of
the Ohio State staff.
"In his three months as a Buckeye, he had a tremendously positive
impact on all of us. We have lost a good friend."
Kansas State University President Jon W if aid said he was "deeply
saddened" by Turner's death.
Kansas State Athletics Director Max Urick said, "He made such an
impression with our athletes. As we continue to work with young athletes we'll remember the great impact Ken had on their lives and the
value that he added to their lives."
Turner played basketball at Southwestern State University in
Weatherford, Okla., and became an assistant coach there after graduating in 1972. He also was an assistant at the University of Cincinnati, Oklahoma Christian, Oklahoma State, Mississippi and South
Alabama.

SOCCER
Continued from page five.

usually try to find Joey, he's the
one that's putting the ball in the
net."
Although the Falcons outshot
the Broncos 31-5 and dominated
most of the play, they haven't
been able to stay focused for an
entire game, Mahler said.

defense and redirected Klein's
pass off Walters and into the net.
Back Dave Michels also drew an
assist on the Falcons fourth and
final goal.
BG is now 2-0 in the MAC, a
half-game ahead of second-place
"We're still looking to play our
Akron.
"We're pleased," assistant best game," he said. "For 20
coach Mel Mahler said. "We minutes we play well and then
wanted to go undefeated in the for 10 or IS minutes we lull ourselves to sleep. We need to work
MAC and we're two games in."
Klein and Burch have been the on being mentally in the match
beneficiaries of a Falcon squad for 90 minutes."
that has outscored its opponents
Goaltender Dan Traver made
23-5 during the winning streak.
Klein has amassed IS points on two saves for his third shutout of
the strength of two goals and 11 the season and raised his record
assists. Burch leads the Falcons to 7-0.
with nine goals and 19 total
The Falcons return to action
points.
"I pretty much credit that to Sunday against 23rd ranked
my teammates - they're the ones Marquette in Milwaukee, Wls. at
that are scoring," Klein said. "I noon.

Dan Traver
Min.
627:30
139820
168003
37O5S0

Traver

from Cotximbus - %tggat

104 S. MAIN

much for his leadership as his
goaltending, assistant coach
Mel Mahler said.
"These last two years with a
relatively new cast of characwere seven senior starters
but they needed a goalkeeper," he said. "So my options looked great coming in
as a sophomore and starting
right away."
But after a 2-1 loss to St.
Louis in the NCAA tournament
that year, those seven seniors
were gone. The result was a
freshman-laden team that finished 10-7 last season. Although thoroughly disappointed, Traver was able to find
some positives.
"I think I grew the most as a
soccer player last year," he

ters, he's not only kept the ball
out of the back of the net but
he's been a real good leader on
and off the field," Mahler said.
"He does a real good job of
organizing the defense and
has been a real Rock of Gibraltar for us."
An All-Ohio and All-MAC
pick last season, Traver continues a long line of great
goalkeepers at BG, head coach
Gary Palmisano said.
"We've been extremely
blessed here over the years,"
Palmisano said. "We've had
some outstanding goaltenders.
And Danny continues that tradition."

Year
1994
1993
1992
Caree

^ RAS BANGIV*
353-0988

TRAVER

The BG Nt w■/Ron Weltixr

Bowling Green's Frank Frostlno tries to slide by two Central Michigan
defenders during the Falcons 4-0 victory Wednesday.

Although personal accomplishments are gratifying,
Traver's only goal Is team
success.
"As a team, we had a lot of
freshmen come in. As the
season went on. we grew
more, which will help us out
this season."
Thus far, it has done just
that. The Falcons won their
seventh consecutive game
Wednesday with a 4-0 victory
over Western Michigan. BG
now stands at 7-1 overall and
2-0 in the Mid-American Conference. Traver, a co-captain,
isn't shocked with the fast
start
"I'm not surprised at all," he
said. "We've been playing
really well offensively - and
the defense has been solid."
Traver, is relied upon as

Qaa
071
1.61
080
0.92

Sho
3
3
7
13

Record
7-0-0
10-6-0
15-2-1
32-8-1

said. "It was probably the
biggest learning experience
I've ever had in my life. It
made me better, not only as a
soccer player but also as a
person."
"I don't sit down at the beginning of the season and say,
'I want to give up .80 goals per
game,'" he said. "My only goal
is to win. If I give up four
goals and we score five goals,
I'm not satisfied with myself
but the victory is more important."
"He's probably his worst
enemy at times," Mahler said.
"Any little mistake he takes it
very personal but that's what
he uses to motivate himself."
He hopes to continue his
soccer career as a professional while he has the opportunity. But if not, he'll be content to put his sports management degree to work in the
real world.

FALCON VOLLEYBALL IN HOME CONFERENCE ACTION THIS WEEKEND
TOMORROW 7PM - BG vs. AKRON/ SATURDAY 7 PM - BG vs. KENT
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questionable for weekend
Falcon rugby Everitt
Center suffering from pinched nerve
team stunned
by Kent State
by Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

by Carl Larlccli
The BG News

After a successful performance against the University of
Dayton, the Bowling Green
rugby team suffered a large
setback against Kent State
Saturday.
The Golden Flashes stunned
BG 10-0 In the first match of
the double header.
"A sharp dose of reality,
right smack between the
eyes," BG head coach Roger
Mazzarrella, said after the
loss.
"We were flatter than roadkill when we walked on the
field for the first match," captain Brian Keefe said. "Somewhere between the Dayton
and the Kent game we lost all
our Intensity. You could see it
coming as the wore on in practice."
The loss served as a quick
wake-up call for the Falcons
and they responded in a big
way. BG trounced Kent 700 in
the second match. The Falcons
also took out some frustrations on Wooster College t beating them SO0.
For the first 25 minutes of
its loss BG was poised to
score, but could never break
through for a score. Poor
offensive decisions, dropped
balls and an inspired Kent defense kept the Falcons from
reaching the end zone.
Kent's defensive stand

proved to be the turning point
in the game as the Golden Flashes were able to mount two
scoring drives of their own to
take control of the contest.
'Talk about watching the
momentum shift," Mazzarella
said about Kent's defensive
stand.
BG had all the momentum in
the second game as the Falcons handed KSU a 7O0 loss.
"Nothing riles up this club
more than a loss," Keefe said.
Leading the way for BG was
senior wing Dan Slack. Slack
tallied 33 points on three tries,
six conversions and two penalty field goals.
Bruce Broad chipped in a
pair of tries for the Falcons.
While Mazzarella said that
the loss to KSU certainly hurt
the club's chance of winning
this year's Ohio Collegiate
Rugby title, he remains optimistic.
"Kent is not overpowering,"
Mazzarella said. "We exposed
a lot of weaknesses and I expect them to stumble along the
way."
The Falcons, 8-3-1, will host
the University of Tennesee in
an important match Saturday
at 1 p.m. at the College Park
rugby field.
"Our guys know exactly
what needs to be done," Keefe
said. "A convincing win over
Tennesee and a thrashing of
Miami and we're right back in
the driver's seat."

BEREA, Ohio - Steve Everitt
sounds almost as if he would prefer a gorier injury - a fracture,
perhaps, or a nasty gash. Something you can see. Something you
can treat.
Instead, the Cleveland Browns
center has been hit by a "burner"
in his shoulder, a pinched nerve
that only acts up at certain times,
like the middle of a football
game.
It has forced the team to list
him as questionable for Sunday's
game against the New York Jets,
although Everitt said Wednesday
he still intends to play.
"It's part of football. Most people get them at one time or another," said Everitt, who has had
to leave each of the last two
games early. "With some people
it goes away on its own after two
or three weeks, and some people
it nags. We'll just have to wait
and see."
The problem began to surface
gradually during the Browns'
victory over the Arizona Cardinals two weeks ago, then flared
up more abruptly during Sunday's victory at Indianapolis.
"It was more like a one-shot
deal Sunday," Everitt said. "I
just kind of dove into a couple
guys towards the end of a play.
Eric [Metcalf] was cutting back,
I was kind of low to the ground
and kind of got my head wrenched back.
"Two weeks ago it was more
like, hit after hit, setting it up.
Sunday it didn't even affect me
until that one play."
He spent Monday getting
X-rayed and Tuesday going
through a battery of tests, all of
which basically confirmed the
initial diagnosis, according to

coach Bill Belichick.
That means Everitt can do
little more than hope the condition straightens itself out.
"It's just tough, because it's not
like a broken bone or something
you can shoot up and numb it
up," Everitt said. "It's actual
nerves, and there's nothing you
can do. You don't want to screw
around with that."
Wally Williams moved over
from guard to play center after
Everitt was hurt, and Doug Dawson filled in at center for a snap
when Williams hurt his ankle.
And Dawson also missed some
time in the game because of an
ankle injury.

"It's just tough,
because it's not like a
broken bone or
something you can
shoot up and numb it
up'.'
Steve Everitt
Cleveland Browns center
AP ph«o/M*rk Duncan

In the fourth quarter, Everitt
came back to the sidelines carrying his pads and jersey because
Belichick feared he was running
out of offensive linemen. Everitt
had told the coach he could return in an emergency.
"I suppose I could have lightened up and probably finished
the game if I hadn't been sticking
my head in there, because that's
what sets it off," Everitt said. "I
probably could have played the
whole game sitting back, but they
might as well take you out if you
do that."

Cleveland's Steve Everitt may miss Sunday's game after missing
parts of the last two games with a pinched nerve.
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MAJOR PRIZE GIVEAWAY-WIN A TRIP FOR TWO TO THE LAS VEGAS BOWL!
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CAMPUS EVENTS
•O.S.E-A."
Don't lorget about our meeting Tuesday, October 4. 9 pm m 115 Ed. Bog Come r>n fie
fun, door prizes ft guest speakers'
See you there'
ATTN: JOUR, UKT, ADV. MAJORS
BG Pro will be holding a meeting tonight ..-7pm
In Room 102 BA Guest speaker will be Jim
Richards, President of JR Public Relations
Topic: Vanous forms of Public Relations
ALL MAJORS WELCOME ' DON'T MISS
OUT
" 80 PRO"

OS.E.A
Ohio Student Education Association
' Fail Membership Drive *
Sept. 26 • Sept. 30
Sam -4pm
Education Building
Applications and Dues will be taken
"'s Contact Amy Moore 354 5094
OSEA.

~~

RTNDA
Come join the
Radio Television News
Directors Association
Thurs 9 00pm
121 West Hall
Officer Elections
RTNDA

GET EXCITED"
COSN
C-gan^aKon Development
Student Network
Social with Executive MOD Students
at Fritters
Saturday. October 1st
6-10pm
— See You There'"'
New Members Welcome

GET PUBLISHED NOW!
Prairie Marglne. The Ur-oergraduate Fine A'ts
Magazine of fk.su is now accepting art,
prose, and poetry submissions. Call Aimee for
info 3S3 0?t8
Have an interest In Dance?
Come see what we're about
UNIVERSITY DANCE ALLIANCE
Thursday. Sept 29 at 9 00pm
220 EppJer Center

Have you heard "rAnderson Hall wni be open
for parents, 'amily. aJtimnl 'or overnight lodging
for HOMECOMING, OCT. 7ft8 and PARENTS
WEEKEND, OCT. 28429'
Inexpensive rales: $17.00 single. S26 00
double. Call 2-2458 or go to 425 Student Ser
wees

INDIAN ENCOUNTER
Organized and soonsored Dy World Student
Association FREE INDIAN FOOD A BEVERAGES First Hand Information from Indian Students ft Educators. Fnday (Sept 30) 7 00pm,
111\ floor Otfenhauer West
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA HAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Alliance meets tonight at
8:30 in [he United Christian Fellowship Center
The UCF is on the corner of Thurstin and
RkJge, due west from Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma.
LAGA is open to ail Gay'Les&arvBisexual
students, grad students, faculty and the general public. LAGA welcomes those who are not
gay and support and accept gay people as
equal members ol society.

Learn about TV production
Hear professional speakers
m/A
International Television Association
Come to the first meeting
Thurs Sept 29th 9 00 pm
TV station stud*. Troup St.

• PHI SIGMA KAPPA •
Congratulations to Phi Stg
Brother of die Week:
Tim Collier
- PHI SIGMA KAPPA-

Thursday. September 29 Come dnnk coffee
have your tarot cards read and listen to the exciting sounds of Four For Time Jazz Quartet in
the Bowl-n Greenery from 6 30-11.30. Sponso'cd by P'eve-vo'1" ."-:«<■ ,iirf UAO
USE YOUR POLITICAL POWER
Womyn for Womyn will be
holding a discussion on the
upcoming O">o National
Organization lo' Women
on Monday. October 3. ai 9pm
m the UCF center
Fo'mer anendees win spean about
their experiences

~»OPRO"
BG Pro will be having a meeting tonight at 7:00
pm In Room 102 BA. The guest speaker will
be Jim Richards. President ol the JR Pubic Relations Topic Various forms of Public Relations
ALL MAJORS WELCOME ■ DONT MISS
OUT
" BO PRO"

ALPHA OMICRON PI

FOUND
Basenall Glove on Ridoe Si
Call Douj or Sieve

Congratulations Jenn
Pecchio tor making Top
10 Homecoming Queen!
Your elstera wish
youlhebestoiluckl
ALPHA OMICRON PI

2-22S6
LOST 1 Casio B O S S (Business OrganizeScheduling System) If found call 372-1942.
Ask for Bryan Reward upon return
HE WARD offered for losl mm graynound
Female, gray A while Taloo on Deify

Call 354 8602

SERVICES OFFERED
HORSEBACK
RIDING/TRAIL
RIDES'RIDING LESSONS/ RESERVATIONS NECESSARY SLIPPERY ELM RID
ING RANCH. 13596W KRAMER RD. BOWlING GREEN OH 419 353 5403
MAC USERS: CHECK OUT THE ONLY ALL
MAC BBS IN BOWLING GREEN DARK
GLOBE BBS OFFERS MAC USERS THE
GRAPHICAL INTFRFACE THEY CRAVE
CALL 353-3429 AND DOWNLOAD THE FREE
USER END SOU WARE

Call 354 HOPE

One Medium Pizza with one item

AXO—JEN MATHE — AXO
The sisters ol Alpha Chi would like to congratulate Jen Mathe on making the 1994 Homecoming Queen Top 10' Your sisters are SO proud!
Good Luck!
AXO~JEN MATHE-"AXO

CREW CLUB
Good Luck at the first Regatta
in Pittsburgh! We've worked hard
so make every stroke count'
CS/MIS students interested in Summer 1995
internships should come to the Co-op Office.
238 Admin Bldg. now Some companies will
be interviewing for Summer 1995 positions in
early October 1994.

We deliver everyday after 4 p.m.
1
|

354-6500
Fri & Sat. 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.

THURSDAY NIGHT
BBQ CHICKEN AND RlBS

$6.95

A,IY

°°

Can Eat

INCL: POTATOES, TOSS SALAD,
AND GARLIC BREAD.
OPEN 5-7 PM
All

'IULI.

Double Prints
FREE everyday
Packages Plus, m Railroad. Bowling Green

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
'Laam noweothat hl.tory
will never repeal Itself
SEPT. 30. OCT 1-SCHINDLER'SUSTGISH
FILM THEATER 6PM 8 10 PM.
OCT 3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP, TAFT ROOM UNION 8:30PM
OCT. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 8 PM
OCT 0 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM 8 30AM 4 00 PM
call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for more info
sponsored by UAO
INTRAMURAL ICE HOCKEY OFFCIALS
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BEFORE 10/5 EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
MANDATORY MEETING-10/5-700 PM.

University
Union
Best Values
On Campus

The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to welcome
our new members:
Kilo AI kin
•Ian Bender
Angle Crum
Shelly SbroccN
Welcome lo an aweooma
aoforHy of elaterhood
scholarship and great tunl
We're gl.d you all are
a part of KappaI

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Congratulations
Sister of the Week: Sherri Mlnlch
Officer of the Week: Julie Carr
KAPPA KAPPA QAM MA
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
'PLEDGES'
Congratulations Jen Donahoe on
being elected NMPC President and
Krlety Shsldon on being elected
NMPC Vice President.
You ladies are AWESOME II
KAPPA KAPPA GAM MA

SIGMA KAPPA -SKJMA ALPHA EPSILON
The a laiere of Sigma Kappa
are proud to announce Oretchen
Lowe'a recant levallering to
Sigma Alpha Epelton'e
Matt Tows on
SIGMA KAPPA 'SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Thursday at M T Muggt it Ladie's Night.
20 cent wings.
Happy Hours at 4. i9andover.

O-PHI-A PLEDGES O-PHI A PLEDGES

National Park JobsOver 25.000 openings I
(including hotel staff, tour guides, etc) Benefits
Abonusesl
Apply now for best positions.
Call: 1 206-545 4804 eil N55441.
Now hiring for all positions.
Apply in Person at Pagliais
945 S Main St.
Our company is looking for individuals who
want to gain management experience next
summer Earn $6,000 - $10,000 per summer.
The early t>rd gets the worm. 1-800-887-1060.
Pesi Control Service Man Flenbie Hours Own
transportation required No experience necessary. Call Bantax Pest Control at 352-5315.

PLEDGE PIZZA MIXER
CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Sunday. October 2
3:00 - 4:30 pm
$6.50 includes all you can eat pizza,
soup A salad A a mixer favor.
Drinks extra.
Come eat. dnnk A be social.
Any questions? Call Gail 354-6711
RSVP'S Required
O-PHI-A PIEDOESO-PHI-A PLEDGES

Large Selection
100% Wool Color Fast Dye
Sweaters, Vests, Shirts.
Pullovers. Hats, and Gloves
Sweaters $39.95
J.T. Carryout
405 Thurstin

MGMT/MKTGrCS'MIS Ma|ors:

Immediate part-time, full-time
Spring A even Summer
positions available!!
Apply now with current resume
at Co-Op office. 238 Admin.
Money Orders
Mcenta
Packages Plus. 111 Railroad, Bowling Green
Volleyball and Pijra
6-7:30pm. Oct. 1
Saturday Night AI. ve i
First United Methodist Church.
1S06 E Wooster.
WIN A TRIP FOR TWO TO THE
1994 LAS VEGAS BOWLI
Home Falcon Football vs. Ohio U.
One week from Saturday I

WANTED
1-3 Sublease*! needed for spring samaster.
Low rent. FREE CABLE. Close to campus
3522836.

Process server/court researcher needed for
the BG area pan-timevon-ceJI. No experience
necessary. Resume or letter to P.O. Box 6795
Toledo, OH 43612.
Roommate needed. Own room. Great Location Call3520470.
Wantedl America's fastest growing travel company seeking individuals to promote spring
break to Jamaica, Cancun. Bahamas. Florida,
Padre. Fantastic free travel/com missions I Sun
Splash Tou'S i B00 426 7710
Wanted fun, out-going individuals who are interested in photographing social events on and
off campus. Training ft equipment provided
Earn Perween $5-7 per hr. Call 353-1410.

FOR SALE
1966 Mercury Cougar. 50k. 1 owner
Excellent condition. Leather, loaded

$3950-354-1831.
1987 Ford Mustang GT. Many x-tras
cond. Need money. Call 353-1004.

perl.

1987 Toyota Cedes GTS w/ 65,000 mi. Best
offer. If interested call 423-3874.
1988 Honda Hawk motorcycle. Low miles,
looks great, runs greaL Excellent condition
Must sell $2900 OBO 655-2475.
1992 Dodge Shadow2dr.
29k. Black Cherry
$4950 1-875-6862
Beer Lights ft Mirrors Barn Sale
Very large collection Clothes and
misc. 25 minutes from BG. Check
your map. West Mllgrove, OH.
Mobile home on wooded lot
behind gas station.
Sept. 30. Oct. 1 ft 2
Rain or shine.

Huge Yard Sale. We merged, we have doubles, dishes, pots, pans, appliances and more.
403 H.gh (2nd ft High) Fn 9-6. Sat.9-5.

354-6714

IBM Compatible computer 640k memory, color
RGB monitor, modem, Dot matrix printer. Application and Entertainment software, delivery
possible. $300.691 -4663

B.O. Gold A Sliver Exchange
993 S. Main Suile B
M-R:i0-8
Fri.* Sat 10-8

Loft for Sale
Good condition
$75 '352 5523

$1500 weekly possible mailing our circulars'
For info call 202-Z96-9O6S.
'"SPB-NOiREAKWAmetica'e #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun. Bahamas. Daytona ft Panama)
110% Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE* Earn highest
commissions! (800) 32-TRAVEL

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to 12,000 plus/month working
on Cruse Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel
Seasonal A Futl-Tlme employ mem available.
No experience necessary.
For more information
OAt 1-206-634-0468 ext. C55441.

ORDER OF OMEOA
The meeting for this month will
be on Oct. 2 at 4pm in 110 BA
See you therel

Prepare to:
•CATCH THE WAVE '
Homecoming "94
October 3-8

Kenwood Portable CD-player wflape adapter,
rechargeable batteries, remote and car mount.
$100 00 OBO. Call Steve 352-6089.

HELPWANTED

KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA
Attention Kappa'sl Gel out and vote because
JULIE SCMWERIN made the Top Ten lor 18*4
Homecoming Queen. Your sisters are behind
youl Good Luckl

KAPPA KAPPA OAMMA

For Sale- Heavy Duty 2x6 Construction
Contemporary Design
Used Apt. Furniture
For more information. Call 354-3533
(desk, chairs, non-splitable bunk beds.
dressers, and more).

Buy A Sell Gold. Silver Coins
and Jewelry
Best Prioss

Checker a Pub now hiring I
Banenders ft waitresses
809 S. Main St.
Apply within

OPEN

Best Values
On Campus

Come -an EBSCO TELEMARKETING ft INTERNATIONAL MARKETING FIRM which will
help you get a jump on your fallow students
We will help you burid your communication
skills as well as give you a weekly paycheck.
Make your own schedule and work in a professional environment. Come in and apply M-F
after 4pm at 113 N. Main St.
Full-time driver wanted. $12/hr.
Need own car.
Call 666-4696. ask for Carol

Kappa Kappa Oamma
Congratulation s Kappa's
for winning tf*e Spirit Award
A 3rd place at the Tnke Races
We are AWE SOME I
Kappa Kappa Oamma

ill niiiil plan cards accvptvd

University
Union

Sewn on letters
Next Day Service
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.
352-S333

Ebeco Telemarketing Service
Fed up with working long hours, with litse pay
at dead- end jobs ?

KAPPA * PLEOGES ' KAPPA

1 12 Mercer & Wooster

^ASfiSS-

352-8333

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
Sept. 30. Oct. 1-SCHINOLER'S UST Gish
Film Theater. 6:00pm, 10:30pm. It .50
9:15 PANEL DISCUSSION by HIl.LER
Oct. 3 SLIDE TOUR OF CONCENTRATION
CAMP DANIELLE MERRIMAN. BGSU student. Taft Room 8:30pm
Oct. 5 HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR SPEAKS
GEORGE VINE, Lenhart Grand Ballroom
8:00pm
Oct. 8 TRIP TO HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
MUSEUM
Detroit. Ml, 8:30am to 4:00pm, 1200 charge
sign up in UAO office. 330 Union Call 2-7164
or 2-2343 for more info.
sponsored by UAO

^^u^M^m^es^si^S^M

$3.99

,

Happy Hours at Campus Pollyoyet
M F 47: 2-4-1 Snacks A Disc Beer. By the
Smokestack'l Daly Bu'felsToo'

AXO' ALPHA CHI OMEGA' AXO
Way to go Alpha Chi inke races' team Heather
Blair. Cheryl Heysek. Stacte Kalifoot and Jill
'last as lightning" Weaver, on taking a first
place victory Sunday at the Alpha Xi, KE trike
races
AXO' ALPHA CHI OMEGA ' AXO

79 C BIG SLICE
ALL DAY, EVERY DAY

BG s Largest Selection of
Fraternity a Sorority products
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge St.

Gamma Phi Alpha Phi
Thanks to Wendy 4 KimOur 'IWomate" coaches
Thanks tor cheering us
to second placet!
Gamma Pn Alpha Phi

MO-MO-M0
Congratulations Women!
Greek Olympiad
2nd m the event
2nd in spintl
Cynthia. Shannon
Reagan. Vrcki
Heather. Colleen
Niki. Deanna
WAV TO GOt
AGD-AGD•AGO

SCHtNDLER'SUST
Friday A Saturday
6:00pm* 10:30pm
* Oiah Film Theater'
Special 35mm showing
Panel Discussion at 9 15pm
THREE EXPERTS WILL DSCUSS THE HOLOCAUST
sponsored by UAO A Hiliel
(Limited seating)

AXOTRIKE RACE COACHE3"A«Q

Gamma Phi Beta' Gamma Phi Beta
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like to
congratulate the following:
Officer of n- e Week: Amy Warden
Sister ol the Week: Jen Apart
Athletes of the Week: our Iannis players
Gamma Phi Beta' Gamma Phi Beta

AGD-SKJEP-AGD
Congratulations to
Knsia Peleia lo
her lavaltenng to Sigma
Phi Epsikjn's Chns Joliant.
AGD-SIGEP-AGO

LOST & FOUND

Pregnant? We can help.
Free a confidenoal pregnancy teals.
support and mlormation.
BG Pregnancy Center

A special thanks t> the Kappa Sig
coaches who led the Alpha Chi'a
to a ftrst place victory at the
trike races
You guys were a biattl

"ALPHA CHI OMEOAThe sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
would like to congratulate our
sisters of thewnekBekah Bradley and
Tricia VanSweanngen
"ALPHA CHI OMEGA"

SOLD
Student Organized
Leadership Development
Provide ft enco^'age leadership on
campus Applications can be picked
up m 405 Student Services Building
Due date October 7th by 5pm

HOOT1E AND THE BLOWFISH!
HOOT1E AND THE BLOWFISH!
HOOT1E AND THE BLOWFISH!
Keep watching.

SeanFaherty
DanHatfay
Sieve Bailey
Dap Las tor it

PERSONALS

PUBLICITY OFFICERS Is your organization
trying to find creative ways to publicize your
events7 Are you trying to make your group
more visible to the campus community? Please
attend the Publicity's Officer's Workshop on
Wed Oct 5. 1994 at 700pm Gardner
McLean. Associate (Vector of the Public Relations Office wii be the guest speaker For
reservations o-ease contact the Office of Stu*
don;Acfvit;esat37? ?843

BQ Oub Hockey Tryout
Mon Oct. 3. 9 30 CoBt $5.00
Any queeHone: call 353-3917

AXOTRIKE RACE COACH£S"AXO

SKYDIVE IN BG. 1st Jump course Season
ending in 4 to 5 weeks. Can lor Into, and good
deal Visa a Mastercard accepted 352-5200.

MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
including pnnter. only $500.
Call Chns at 600-269-5685

Congratulations
to

\Delta Gamma]
TRACY STOTT
on top 10
^Homecoming
Qyten
We're so
proud of youl

Do your Christmas shopping
al40%ofl.
ThefintSpeop-eto
sign with Avon products
receive $30 worth of
free product..
Call Judy: 623-1712

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSEA

OHIO STUDENT EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

it Fall Membership Drive *
Sept. 26 - Sept. 30
Education Building
Applications and Dues will be taken
from
9:00am - 4:00pm
Teacher Memorabilia will be on sale

THURSDAY SPECIAL
$4.95 All You
Pasta Day' Con Eot
Spaghetti, Lasagna, Tortellini.
and Pasta Alfredo
Served with garlic bread
menu changes weekly
incl. complete salad bar and
unlimited beverage

For more Information
Call Amy Moore 354-5094

OPEN 430 - 7 pm
.Ml student! n>»-.il plan cards acrvplvd

146 Norm MAN - BOWING GMW

OSKA

OSKA

OSEA
OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

OSKA

